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1. Could you assess if the methods shown in Football leaks are a common practice in
Football?

Answer: Yes, Football Leaks is based on a huge pile of data, from various sources and
from different countries. Soccer players, coaches and player agents work in a truly
European market – their behavior towards club A in country B is usually comparable to
that towards Club C in country D. Also, we have seen players who move from one
country to another using similar tax schemes in all the countries where they are playing.

2. How do you assess the reaction of the football associations such as FIFA and UEFA
on the Football leaks revelations?

Answer: In general, the reactions of the entire football industry have been quite
defensive. We have found very few parties or individuals who were willing to openly
discuss the problems and the lack of (financial) transparency in European soccer. FIFA
pointed to player agents, player agents in turn pointed to FIFA – and nothing really
changed.

3. The Panama Papers and the football leaks revealed the way in which image rights
are paid to football players and football clubs through entities located in tax
havens. Can you please provide more information on the types of structures you've
encountered, and the way in which they were used for tax evasion, tax avoidance,
and money laundering.

Answer: The structures focus on image rights, as wages are easily taxed at the level of
the clubs. Note that image right payments and wages are related. For a soccer player or
his advisor, a euro is a euro – and it does not matter much whether it is labelled wage or
image right payment.
The tax schemes are well comparable to those in the music industry. Players sell or give
away their image rights to a company – often in Ireland. Sponsors pay this company in
order to be allowed to use the image right of the player. The image right company in
turn deals with another company, for instance in Panama or the British Virgin Islands.
Some tax (say, 1 or 2 percent) is paid in the intermediate company (like Ireland), but
most of the money is transferred offshore. It is unknown who owns or controls the
Panama/Virgin Island company. It is also unknown whether any taxes are paid there.



4. One of the relevant players in these schemes are the sports multinational
companies that are paying for the image rights. They also use offshore entities for
such arrangement. Such entities are used to collect the payment of all affiliates for
the use of the image rights, and to pay football players and football clubs, evading
and avoiding taxes. Can you please comment on the role of multinational entities
in such schemes?

Answer: Most sports multinational companies nowadays refuse to do business with an
unknown offshore company. As an answer, shell companies in ‘normal’ European
countries have been put in place in the tax schemes. The advantage: the multinational
companies and clubs can do business with a ‘normal’ company. They pay the shell
company (in the Netherlands for instance), who – in turn – channels the money offshore.
For the multinational entities, their contracts look clean – free from dealings with dodgy
companies from Panama. The question remains in how far they know (and/or need to
know) who is behind the normal looking shell companies who appear to be their
business counterpart.


